The Jacksonian era, called the Jacksonian Era (or Second Party System) by historians and political scientists, lasted roughly from Jackson's 1828 election as president until slavery became the dominant issue with the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854 and the political repercussions of the American Civil War dramatically reshaped American politics.

1837 cartoon playing on "Jackson" and "jackass", showing the Democratic Party as a donkey, which has remained its popular symbol into the 21st century. The spirit of Jacksonian democracy animated the party that formed around him, from the early 1830s to the 1850s, shaping the era, with the Whig Party the main opposition. [31] The new Democratic Party became a coalition of poor farmers, city-dwelling laborers and Irish Catholics. [32] Andrew Jackson rightly gives his name to the Jacksonian era for what 2 reasons? Jackson takes the theoretical ideas of TJ (i.e. democracy and equality) and puts them into action. Symbol for this age. "Man of the People". name for Jackson because he was an average, ordinary man who connected well with ordinary Americans. Jacksonian era. age of democracy and equality. 1. not be from Va. or Ma.